
NZSIA Level Two exam teaching ideas. 
  

  

The purpose of this document is to help you plan for your level two teaching 

assessment . Below are some examples of how you could approach the Level Two 

teaching questions.  

  

Please note that these are examples. There are many other ways you could 

achieve the same technical skill outcome for these questions.  

You can either use these examples or use a similar format to build your own 

lessons.  

  

  

The Format 

  

Each lesson has been set out using the same format.  

  

The first part is designed to give the learner a clear understanding of what they are 

learning and how this connects to their individual goal.  

  

By the end of this first section the learner should be able to understand the task and be 

able to visually identify the relevant ski and body performances in your demonstrations.  

They should be able to then “give it go” with some level of success.  

  

The subsequent parts are then designed to develop the skills further. They are more 

detailed in how the body moves to give the students greater ownership of the skills. This 

is done using static exercises, drills and some practice time.  

  

You will also see a variety of teaching skills models used throughout, eg progression 

building models , VAK and some different teaching styles.   

  

Before you start planning your lessons it’s a good idea to read through the “Art of 

teaching “ chapter of the manual again. (chapter one p6-p45) 

  

Before we answer the individual questions here are the generic concepts that you 

should be considering as you plan.  

  

Terminology in the document- COG=Centre of Gravity, BOS=Base of Support. 

 

 



Note , In the exam you will use all the steps of the teaching model, These 

examples start after your skier analysis and goal setting have been done when 

you begin presenting information.  

  

  

  

 

Part one - Developing understanding to create a clear outcome. (Cognitive)  

  

● Explain what will be learned and how it connects to their goal (why) 

● Draw a picture on the snow to show where and when 

● Explain what the skis will do and why 

● Preview what body parts will be used 

● Give a clear demonstration of the skill as you ski 

● Give a tactical piece of information that helps students give it a go (skiing approach) 

● Give some feedback to let students know how they did relative to ideal.  

  

  

 

Now the students are giving it a go with mixed success the mechanics need to be 

refined. (Late Cognitive/Associative)  

  

● Use a static exercise to develop specific body part 

● Give a clear demonstration to show the body part in motion and allow students to try 

● Repeat the static drill to develop more muscular awareness 

● Draw in the snow again to highlight timing of the movement 

● Demonstrate clearly at appropriate angle and allow students to try again 

● Focus on another body part (e.g. foot) again highlighting timing 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  



Question 1 - Your students are making wedge turns. Develop their 
lateral balancing skills in the control phase so they can then steer 
the inside ski to parallel. 

  
 

  
Goal- to make the skis parallel in the completion of the turn so that it feels more 

comfortable and allows you to explore more varied terrain.  

  

Part one - explaining the wedge parallel, showing and giving it a go 

  

●  Explain that to make a wedge parallel we need to learn to balance on the outside ski 

earlier in the turn and steer the inside ski faster. 

● Draw a turn on the snow to show the timing of the lateral balance and the steering of the 

inside ski. 

● Demo to the group so they can see you balance laterally and steer your inside ski. 

● Encourage students to give it a go. ( give encouraging feedback after attempting the new 

turn) 

● Explain that skiing a little faster will help you balance laterally earlier due to the increase 

in the pull to the outside ski. 

● Ask them to try it again skiing with a smaller wedge and statically demonstrate the 

correct size wedge. 

● Ask the students to follow you to help with confidence skiing faster. 

● Encourage the students to feel the pressure build to the outside foot earlier in the turn. 

Ski again.  

● Check to see if it made it easier to steer the skis parallel?  

  

  

  Part two- developing the lateral balancing skills.  

  

● As you ski faster the forces increase, ask students to focus on the pressure building  to 

the inside part of the outside foot as they steer to form the wedge. 

● Gently tap the arch of their ski boot so they can feel the correct part of the foot. Allow 

them to ski with this focus. 

● Draw on the snow and ask them to show you where they felt the arch of the foot.  

● Explain that as soon as we start to feel the arch of the foot we need to keep our upper 

body stable. 

● Statically show your upper body position being stable over the outside ski.  

● Hold your students shoulders and gently move them side to side and ask them to resist 

you using muscular engagement.  

● Ask them to ski trying to use muscular engagement to keep their upper body stable.  

● Use an exercise to develop lateral balance e.g. pole drag or lowering outside hand 

focusing again on the timing.   



  

 

Part three- the inside ski should naturally start to steer to parallel. Depending on the 

student this is how to develop this further.  

  

● Explain that now that we are balanced on our outside ski earlier our inside ski should 

now feel much lighter earlier. 

● Ask them to ski and then show you where in the turn they could feel the inside ski 

becoming light.  

● Statically pick up inside foot and demonstrate the rotational movement of the inside leg. 

Ask them to try this.  

● Ski towards the group so they can see you turning your inside leg. 

● Ask them to try it and show you how they turn the inside leg. (Remind them to balance 

laterally first and give feedback) 

● Give them some ski time to practice  

● Use a static drill holding the inside ski boot to encourage muscular feelings of rotation. 

(Repeat both sides) 

● Ski with the muscular focus.  

  

Part four- ski time putting both parts together 

  

● Now review the two parts, ask them feel for the outside ski, balance on it, then steer the 

inside ski to parallel.  

● Go skiing following the students one at a time to give encouragement and coaching.  

● Visually check for understanding and ask questions to clarify timing.  

  

  

 

  



 Question 2 - Your students are making basic wedge parallel 
turns. Develop their lateral balancing skills during the 
initiation to enable the skis to be parallel for most of the turn.  
  

 
  

Goal- to get your students to become parallel for most of the turn so they are closer to 

being parallel skiers. This is more comfortable again and easier to ski a variety of 

terrain.  

  

This lesson is very similar to the first question. The main change being the timing of the 

buildup of pressure and lateral balance being earlier in the initiation phase of the turn.  

  

  

Part one- increasing the forces so pressure builds to the outside foot earlier in the turn.  

  

●  Explain the goal making the skis parallel earlier in the turn. Demonstrate steering the 

inside ski to parallel during the initiation.  

●  Ask your students to ski and then show you where in the turn they feel they are steering 

the inside ski to parallel currently.   

●  Ask them to ski faster to increase the pull to the outside ski earlier. Use a smaller wedge 

again to aid this. 

●  Focus again on the steering into the wedge to help create the platform to balance on. 

●  Focus again on the arch of the foot and the feeling of pressure building as they ski 

faster. 

● Draw turn on the snow highlighting where they should now be feeling the new outside 

ski.  

  

 Part Two- reminder of lateral balance and inside leg steering.  

  

● Explain that to balance with the new outside ski we need to control where our Centre of 

Gravity (COG) is and keep our upper body stable. 

●  Demonstrate to the student the initiation of the turn asking them to focus on where your 

COG is and how your upper body is stable. 

● Use the belly button to create an awareness of roughly where the COG is during the 

initiation. (COG is over the Base of Support - BOS) 

●  Ask them to ski trying to keep the COG over the BOS as they feel pressure build to the 

outside foot. Demonstrate again towards the group. 

● Now focus on the shoulders and upper body again being stable.  

● Use static drill for upper body stability. 

● Now remind them to steer the inside ski when it becomes light and flat to the snow. 

●  Reminder on leg turning mechanics with static drill.  



●  Question 3- Your students are making advanced wedge parallel 

turns. Develop their edging skills so they can feel more grip and 

stability in the control phase of their advanced wedge parallel 

turns.  

  
Goal- to develop more edge grip and control which will allow the student to feel more 

stability and use the ski design.  
  

Part one- understanding using the forces to help increase edge angle.  

  

● Explain that being able to engage the skis more with the snow will give them more grip 

and therefore more control. 

● Draw a turn on the snow to show the timing of the grip and the movement. 

● Demonstrate towards the group you using your edges more through the control phase.  

● Ask them to give it a try. Give some feedback relative to timing. 

● Explain if they go a little faster it will become easier to get more grip. 

● Focus on the arch of the outside foot to feel the pressure building more to the outside ski.  

  

Part two- developing lateral movements of the legs.  

  

● Stand on the side of a steeper slope to simulate the feeling of a higher edge angle. Focus 

on the arch of the downhill foot. 

● Ski again try to simulate the same position.  

● Stationary show the legs moving to the inside of a turn. Get students to try this. Repeating 

on both sides. 

● Try this skiing giving feedback on timing and range of movement.  

● Try side slipping exercise to focus on both legs tipping in to get the skis to grip. 

Demonstrate on both sides.  

● Again, try this skiing and asking what the students felt as they skied. 

● Stationary provide resistance against the legs to become aware of the muscles being 

used.  

● Ask students to ski using their muscles to get more grip. 

  

Part three- balance on outside ski.  

 

● Ask students to ensure they feel more pressure build to the outside ski.  

●  Ask the students to feel slight flexion of the inside leg to help the balance move to the 

outside ski. Demonstrate this movement as you ski.  

● Use a static upper body stability exercise to enhance the balance to the outside ski. 

● Put this into their skiing using the upper more actively as pressure increases through the 

control phase.  

● Blend the flexion of the inside leg along with the upper body angulating to the outside ski.  

  



 Question 4 - Your students are making advanced wedge parallel 

turns. Develop their ability to weight shift, and stay centred over, the 

new outside ski to help them start to initiate turns with the skis 

parallel.   

  

  
 Goal- to be able to balance on the upcoming outside ski early so that it’s easier to 

make parallel turn. Skiing parallel is an easier way to ski more terrain.  

  

Part one- understanding the mechanics of a parallel turn.  

  

● Stationary explain that if there is no weight on the new outside ski in the initiation of the 

turn it's likely that it will turn faster than the other ski and make a small wedge.  

●  Demo a parallel initiation towards the group then ask them to give it a go focusing on not 

using a wedge.  

●  Draw a picture on the snow of a transition showing the timing of the weight shift.  

● Ski away from the group tapping the new outside leg to show the correct timing of the 

weight shift.  

● Ask  the students to try this as they ski towards you. Ask them if they felt an earlier 

weight shift 

● Ask them to ski a little faster as the increase in speed and forces makes it easier to shift 

the weight earlier.  

 

 

Part two- developing the weight shift through vertical and fore aft adjustment.  

  

● Statically stand as if you were in the completion of the turn.  Show how at that point your 

inside leg is flexed. Show how the new outside leg then extends slightly to shift the 

weight.  

● Demonstrate skiing towards the group asking them to look for the extension move. Ask 

them to give it a go. Ask them if they could feel the extension helping the weight shift. 

● Static drill in pairs facing each other. Press both hands against your partners and start to 

flex and extend the arms to simulate the weight shifting move. Encourage muscular 

control.  

● Try this now in skiing focusing muscular control to develop the weight shift. 

● Now focus on the movement forwards to re-centre over the new outside foot.  

● Show statically the knee joint opening slightly to help move the COG forwards.  

● Demonstrate as you ski away showing the forward movement blended with the 

extension.  

● Ask the students to try this as they ski. Ski behind each student calling out “left foot” then 

“right foot” to help them with the timing.  

  



Question 5- Your students are starting to make some parallel turns. 
Develop their ability to control the release of the skis laterally and 
rotationally to help them make a parallel initiation more 

consistently. 
 
Goal- to develop how we use the legs to release both skis together to make a parallel 

turn.  

Part one-now that they have shifted the weight, develop the understanding that they 

now need to control the edge release of both skis. This is done through accurate 

movements of the legs rotationally and laterally.  

● Stationary show and explain how both skis release at the same time.  

● Ski showing this accurate release of both skis.  

● Ask your students to give this a go as soon as they have felt the weight shift to the new 

outside ski.  

● Encourage again to ski fast enough to make this easier imagining they have headlights 

on their knees shining into the new turn. 

● Use static edge rolls to allow students to refine the movements.  

● Create some resistance against the legs to feel muscularly the rotational and lateral  

effort required to release the skis.  

● Demonstrate again and allow students to ski feeling the legs move to release the edges. 

● Use side slipping drills to further develop/ coach this movement of the legs, repeat on 

both sides.  

● Focus on keeping upper body stable as they perform side slipping drill. Repeat on both 

sides. 

● Another clear demonstration towards the group asking them to look for the legs moving 

under a stable upper body. Then have them ski with this focus. 

● Give feedback relative to the movements of the legs.  

● Finish by skiing in pairs following and watching each other’s skis to see if they are 

staying parallel.  

  

  



Question 6- Your students are making basic parallel turns. Develop 

their rhythm and timing by teaching them a well-timed pole touch, 

highlighting the benefits this pole touch gives to other movements. 

  
 
Goal- to use the pole touch to give stability in the transition and add rhythm to the 

students skiing.   

● Part one- developing an understanding of the elements of the pole touch.  

● Explain the timing of the pole touch, which pole we touch with and why.  

● Give a demonstration skiing towards the group to clearly show the pole touch.   

Part two- developing the mechanics and timing.  

● Stationary explain how to hold the pole correctly 

● Stationary explain the movement of the forearm and wrist used to swing the pole. 

● Allow them to try this in their skiing again reminding them it’s the outside ski pole they 

are swinging through completion. 

● Draw a picture on the snow showing where the timing of when the pole swing starts. 

(around end of control phase) try this again skiing. 

● Explain the timing with regard to the skis being flat to the snow. Emphasis that the skis 

will go quiet at this point.  

Part three-  challenging the timing with the other movements.  

● Explain how the pole swing can enhance the grip on the skis lateral balance if timed 

well.  

● Demonstrate towards the group asking them to focus on how the pole swings as the skis 

are gripping through the control phase.  

● Ask them again to try this thinking “swing and grip” 

● Focus on keeping the basket of the pole close to the snow to aid angulation. 

● Finish with using the learned skills for rhythm. Synchro skiing or counting.  

  

  

  

  



Question 7- Your students are making basic parallel turns. Develop 
their ability to vary the size and shape of their basic parallel turns, 
making them more versatile and able to ski competently on different 
terrain. 
  
  

Goal- to give the students more versatility in their turn shape to explore more terrain.  

Part one- developing an understanding of how the shape of the turn can be used in 

different ways. 

● Ask the students to follow in your tracks. Vary the size and shape of the turns and  ask 

them what they noticed.  

● Explain how the length of time spent in the control phase dictates how much your speed 

will increase. Draw turn shapes on the snow to highlight this.  

●  Ask them to experiment with this concept on the next section of the run. Ask them to see 

if they can make a change that suits the terrain changes. 

● Draw again in the snow highlighting the when you would change the shape of the turn 

relative to the terrain, steeper /flatter. 

  

Part two- develop the leg rotation intensity to adjust the rate of turning.  

● Explain that if we want to turn quicker then we need to increase the effort in the legs.  

● Pick up the legs and show turning fast and turning slow.  

●  Ski gradually trying to increase the rate of turning as they ski down the run (funnel) 

●  Use a static drill to develop the muscular awareness of how to turn the legs faster. Eg 

Boot wars, pressing legs against poles  

● Encourage a slightly lower stance to access power in the legs.  

● Ask the students to follow you and make tighter turns. Ask the students if they were able 

to stay in your tacks.  

● In pairs ask the students to take turns leading. The leader should change the size and 

shape of the turn to challenge the follower to stay in their tracks.  

● Finish by reminding the students that as they move the lower body at a different rate the 

upper body needs to match the rate of the legs to laterally balance. 

● Now go skiing in a variety of terrain using different turn sizes and shapes as you go.   

  

  

  



8. Question 8- Your students are making basic parallel turns. 
Develop their ability to get more grip in the initiation of the turn, 
allowing them to make an advanced parallel initiation. 

 

Goal- to get the outside ski to start to grip earlier so the students feel more control as 

they start to ski faster and overall use the ski design more.  
  

Part one- develop an understanding of the change in timing and forces that need to 

occur to get the ski to grip earlier.  

  

●  Start with a skiing focus asking students to identify where in the arc the currently 

feel the outside ski start to grip. Draw turn on the snow so they can point out their 

timing.  

● Explain that skiing faster will help shift the timing earlier. Ski faster and check 

again on timing.  

●  Focus on as we ski faster we need to shift the weight to the upcoming outside ski 

earlier i.e. in the completion of the previous turn, and at a faster rate than before. 

● Draw transition on the snow to highlight how early the weight shift should occur 

Try skiing with this focus again.  

●  Now ask them to ski and see if they can feel the arch of the foot towards the end 

of the initiation phase.  

  

Part two-developing lateral movements and controlling the path of the Centre of 

Gravity(COG) relative to the Base of Support (BOS) 

  

● Draw a big turn in the snow and stand in the initiation phase. Show how the legs 

are starting to tip down the hill at this point to engage the skis earlier. Point out 

that this is subtle to begin with so they don’t over edge the skis.  

● Ski a clear demonstration towards the group showing the earlier activity with the 

lower legs to start the ski engaging. Use the arches or the cuffs of the boots.  

● Ski trying to move a little more actively with the legs in the initiation.  

● Stationary on a flat piece of terrain ask the students to lean on their poles and tip 

the legs towards the inside of the new turn.  

● Create some resistance against the legs to highlight muscles used and ski using 

this focus. Demonstrate and ski again. 

● Now focus on the path of the COG demonstrating and explain how it should stay 

on top of the BOS as the edge change takes place.  

● Draw the path of the COG to help clarify this. Explain how if the COG moves 

inside the turn too quickly then the balance on the new outside ski will be lost 

along with control.  

● Ski towards the group again to show where the COG is as the edges change.  

● Combine a stable upper body drill to finish and take it skiing.  

  



Question 9- Your students are starting to make advanced parallel 
turns. Develop their understanding and ability to control the path the 
centre of gravity takes, including how to adjust lateral balance, in the 
control phase of an advanced parallel turn. 

 

  

  

Goal- To develop more ski performance and stability in the control phase.  

  

Part one- developing understanding around how the centre of gravity moves to create 

more ski performance and balance against the forces.  

  

● Explain that now we are skiing faster we need to control our balance to the outside ski. 

To do this the COG needs to move inside the turn further. Highlight that if it doesn’t then 

as we ski faster the body mass we will be pulled out of the turn losing grip and control.  

● Stationary, lean on your pole show how the COG moves down and inside.  

● Ski towards the group asking them to focus on your core area to see it move further 

inside the base of support.  

● Let them experiment with allowing the COG move inside.  

● Increase the speed again to make this easier.   

  

Part two- developing flexion of inside leg and lateral balance.  

  

● Stationary show how once you have created the grip with your outside foot you can start 

to allow the inside leg to flex. Explain how this creates the room to move your COG 

inside whilst maintaining the grip.  

● Demonstrate this as you ski towards and past, the group. Then ask the group to try this.   

● Use the analogy of getting up onto a bar stool. Lifting the inside hip up as you flex the 

inside leg. Try stationary giving feedback then allow them to try this skiing.  

● Now focus on the upper body, as the inside leg flexes explain how angulation develops 

in the hip joint to aid the balance to the outside ski.  

● Use a pole drag or high inside hand drill to develop this further.  

● Lastly explain how skiing at this speed and using the edge angle more will require more 

muscular effort. Push down on students shoulders to simulate the forces that build 

against the skier and engage the muscles to resist this force.  

● Ski again a little faster working with the forces. 


